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Victor (Seth Barrish) is a failure; a poor barber who has come to 
despise poverty with a vengeance. There had to be a way to 

make a Big Score, and live to enjoy it. Fate intervenes when Victor’s 
new landlady, Thelma (Elaine Wood), turns out to be a rich old widow. 
Victor wastes no time charming the old girl.

The only thing cramping Victor’s style is Betty (Eve Annenberg), a 
sweet young nurse. Though Victor is torn between the beautiful young 
nurse and the beautiful old money, he can only have one.

Of course, there’s Don (Joe Biscone), an alcoholic extortionist and 
Victor’s best friend, who thinks it’s a great idea for Victor to marry the 
old girl. He generously offers to help—for a piece of the action.

Disaster strikes when Thelma’s niece Lucy (Marci Rose) shows up. 
She’s determined to break up the courtship—along with Victor’s head.

They’d all better get moving, because the old lady’s feeling under the 
weather—and there’s a hurricane coming!





“An Undiscovered Gem!”





“A Twisted and Hilarious Journey!”





“If you like your comedy black, as I do, this film is a 
riot!”





“A Great Underrated Black Comedy!”



“Extreme black 

humor coupled with 

very funny sight 
gags.”

                               
                               



“The 4K restoration 

is gorgeous!”

—IMDB Reviews



Seth Barrish, who plays Victor, is an actor, director, writer, professional acting coach, 
and musician. His television and motion picture appearances include: The Sopranos, 
The Blacklist,  Emergence, and Isn’t It Romantic with Rebel Wilson.

Elaine Wood, the eccentric old lady in Victor’s Big Score, was singled out by Variety 
for her hilarious performance. While Elaine’s career in theater spanned sixty years, 
Victor was her only feature film. 

Victor’s Big Cast

Seth Barrish                     Victor

Elaine Wood                   Thelma

Eve Annenberg                  Betty

Don                        Joe Biscone

Lucy                         Marci Rose

IMDB rating: 8.2



The novel Victor’s Big Score was recently re-released and is available in a 
deluxe hardcover edition. Extras include an interview with the fi lm’s director, 
Brian Anthony, discussing the production. Included are color reproductions 
of posters, lobby cards, and scenes from the fi lm. 

“Great read; lots of fun!”

“A Gem of Comedy!”

“Along with John Kennedy Toole’s wonderful ‘A Confederacy of Dunces,’ 
this is the funniest book I have ever read. Highly recommended!”

    —Amazon Reviews


